How to Connect with SLAC on YouTube

Sign up to subscribe
Anyone can watch SLAC’s videos on YouTube. However, if you’d like to subscribe to SLAC’s videos, a Google/YouTube account is required. To get an account, visit youtube.com and click “Create Account” in the top right corner. Note that YouTube is a Google site, so if you have an account for other Google services, such as Gmail or Google Docs, you should sign in using that account instead of creating a new one.

Visit SLAC’s YouTube Channel
Once you’ve signed in to your account, visit SLAC’s YouTube Channel: www.youtube.com/slac

View SLAC videos
From SLAC’s Channel you can access and play any of the videos that SLAC has uploaded or selected as “favorites” (other videos relevant to SLAC). SLAC uploads videos of all public lectures given at the laboratory as well as shorter clips with news, interviews, scientific visualizations, behind the scenes footage and other video content.

Click “Subscribe”
To keep up with the latest SLAC videos, we recommend you subscribe to SLAC’s YouTube Channel by clicking “subscribe.” YouTube has options for notifying you when new videos are uploaded and all of the latest are kept in the “subscriptions” page linked from the dropdown menu on your main account.

Check back for new videos
YouTube videos are easy to find and share, just return to youtube.com/slac to see our recent uploads. If you’re signed in, you’re also able to “like” our videos, share them or mark them as favorites so you can return to them later.

Questions?
If you have general YouTube questions, please first consult YouTube’s help page.

For questions about SLAC’s YouTube page or SLAC Multimedia Services in general, please email communications@slac.stanford.edu.